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I. BACKGROUND ANDMOTIVATION

A. Background
OpenStack [1] is an Infrastructure as a Service(IaaS)

cloud computing project started by Rackspace Cloud and
NASA in 2010. Currently more than 200 companies have
joined this project,including Intel, IBM, Dell and Red Hat.
It is free open source software released under the Apache
2.0 license. It is included and released in both the Ubuntu
and Red Hat Linux distributions. The OpenStack project
aims to deliver solutions for all types of clouds by being
simple to implement, massively scalable, and feature rich.
It delivers various components for a cloud infrastructure
solution, which makes it a somewhat open sourced
Amazon Web Services(AWS), which is the most
successful cloud computing platform at present.
In OpenStack, cloud providers most basically offer

virtual machines. The virtual machines are run as guests
by a hypervisor, such as Xen or KVM. Management of
pools of hypervisors by the cloud operational support
system leads to the ability to scale to support a large
number of virtual machines. In this sense, OpenStack is

mainly built on virtualization technologies (Xen, KVM,
etc.).

B. Motivation
The adoption of virtualization in cloud environment

has resulted in great benefits, however, this has not been
without attendant problems,such as unresponsive
virtualized systems, crashed virtualized servers, mis-
configured virtual hosting platforms, performance tuning
and erratic performance metrics, among others.
Consequently, we might want to run the compute jobs on
"bare metal”: without a virtualization layer, Consider the
following cases:
Case 1: Your OpenStack cloud environment contains

boards with Tilera processors (non-X86), and Tilera does
not currently support virtualization technologies like
KVM. Obviously, a Tilera board cannot be provisioned to
an end user using traditional virtualization technologies.
Thus, we need to add a bare-metal provisioning driver in
OpenStack in order to provision a Tilera board or other
non-virtualizable boards in an OpenStack environment.
Case 2: You want to achieve higher performance in the

cloud platform, as virtualization obviously brings some
performance penalty.
Case 3: You have a lot of relatively old and low-

performance machines (e.g. 1 CPU, 1G memory) in the
data center. In this case, if you still use virtualization
technologies and then provide virtual machines to end
users, the performance penalty brought by virtualization
is obviously too much for the machine. Bare metal
provisioning is optimal in this scenario.
From these cases among others, we can conclude it

would be great for OpenStack if it could support bare-
metal provisioning, in addition to the traditional
virtualization. This is because it can now offer to cloud
end users a hybrid IaaS cloud platform with both choices
of virtual machines and bare metal machines.
The intention is obviously to ultimately support

different provisioning back-ends in order to support
different bare-metal architectures. Several provisioning
tools are available, such as Dell's crowbar [2], as an
extension of opscode's Chef system [3], Argonne
National Lab ’ s Heckle [4], xCAT [5], Perceus [6],
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Figure 1. OpenStack Architecture. Credit: Ken Pepple [14]

OSCAR [7], and ROCKS [8]. These tools provide
different bare-metal provisioning, deployment, resource
management, and authentication methods for different
architectures. These tools use standard interfaces such as
PXE (Preboot Execution Environment) [9] boot and IPMI
(Intelligent Platform Management Interface) [10] power
cycle management module. For boards that do not
support PXE and IPMI, such as the TILEmpower board,
specific back-ends must be written.
In this paper, we use xCAT to extend OpenStack, the

most popular IaaS platform at present. xCAT (Extreme
Cloud Administration Toolkit) is an open-sourced and
distributed computing management tool. It is a wonderful
tool to remotely control the machines and can also be
used to network-install a machine, automated and
unattended. xCAT supports many usual operating
systems, including SLES, OpenSUSE, RHEL, CentOS,
Windows, etc. As for the hardware, it supports X86,
iDataplex, IBM's system X, system P, and most IPMI-
based machines.
To support bare metal provisioning in OpenStack

through xCAT, we implemented an xCAT driver.

II. OPENSTACK

OpenStack is a collection of open-sourced software
components designed for building public and private
clouds. OpenStack provides similar functionality to other
open-source cloud projects such as Eucalyptus [11],
OpenNebula [12], and Nimbus [13]. The main
components include OpenStack Compute (codenamed
Nova), OpenStack Image Service (codenamed Glance),
and OpenStack Object Storage (codenamed Swift).
OpenStack is implemented as a set of Python services

that communicate with each other via message queue and
database. Fig. 1 shows a conceptual overview of the
OpenStack architecture, with the OpenStack Compute
components bolded and OpenStack Glance components
(which stores and manages all the images) shown in a
lighter color.

The nova-api service is responsible for fielding
resource requests from users. Currently, OpenStack
implements two APIs: the Amazon Elastic Compute

Cloud (EC2) API [15], as well as its own (OpenStack)
API.
The nova-schedule service is mainly responsible for

scheduling compute resource requests on the available
compute nodes.
The nova-compute service is responsible for starting

and stopping all the compute instances.
The nova-network service is responsible for managing

IP addresses and virtual LANs for the instances.
The nova-volume service is responsible for managing

network drives that can be mounted to running instances.
The queue is a message queue implemented on top of

RabbitMQ [16] which is used to implement remote
procedure calls as a communication mechanism among
the services.
The dashboard implements a web-based user interface.
The database is a traditional relational database such as

MySQL that is used to store persistent data that is shared
across the components.

III. XCAT

xCAT (Extreme Cloud Administration Toolkit) is an
open source scalable distributed computing management
and provisioning tool that provides a unified interface for
hardware control, discovery, and OS diskful/diskfree
deployment. This robust toolkit can be used for the
deployment and administration of huge clusters.
xCAT is a typical client/server architecture. The heart

of its architecture is the xCAT daemon (xcatd) on the
management node. This receives requests from the client,
validates the requests, and then invokes the operation.
The xcatd daemon also receives status and inventory
information from the nodes as they are being discovered
and installed/booted. Thus, the xcatd is the worker that
really manages all the nodes in the cluster.

Figure 2. xCAT Architecture. Credit: xCAT[17]

IV. XCAT INTEGRATION INTO OPENSTACK

To support bare metal provisioning to OpenStack
through xCAT, we implemented the xCAT driver, which
receives requests from OpenStack Nova, deals with the
messages and finally transfers the requests to xCAT.
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A. The Logical Architecture
In OpenStack, it uses libvirt library to manage different

virtualization technologies. For bare metal provisioning,
we need a bare-metal driver, as an alternative to the
libvirt driver. For a compute node with bare metal driver,
we set compute_driver to
nova.virt.baremetal.driver.BareMetalDriver in its nova
configuration file (/etc/nova/nova.conf by default). As
depicted in Fig. 3,when an end user requests a bare-metal
machine (e.g.,a System X machine),a scheduler chooses a
nova compute node,whose compute_driver is
nova.virt.baremetal.driver.BareMetalDriver and at the
same time baremetal_driver is xcat. And then the xCAT
bare-metal driver will take care of everything and finally
start the system with the specified operating system. If
what the user requested is a Tilera machine, then the
scheduler will choose a nova compute node who manages
Tilera boards.

Figure 3. Logical Architecture

B. The Physical Architecture and Our Solution
As depicted in Fig. 4, In our environment, we have a

compute node with xCAT driver in SERVER1.Besides
nova-compute, xCAT client is also installed in it. We
installed Glance (the Image Service) and xCAT server in
SERVER2.In addition, a cluster of bare metal machines
(in our case, System x3650) are also available.
Other OpenStack components like nova-scheduler and

keystone (Identity Service) are not shown in the figure;
they can just be in any machine if they are configured
correctly according to OpenStack Installation procedure.
As shown in Fig. 4, when a request comes asking for a

bare metal machine (if not for tilera), nova-compute will
invoke xCAT driver, who will later communicates with
xCAT client. And xCAT client will communicates with
xCAT server to finally complete the request
(start/reboot/shutdown/terminate the instance).
As for the virtual machines, there is a data base for the

bare metal machines. This is mainly to record all the
information about the registered bare-metal machines,
with the mac address and BMC address (In our case,

IMM address) being some of the most important
information.

Figure 4. Physical Architecture

C. The Test Workflow
(1) we used devstack to install all the nova services in

SERVER1, which runs an ubuntu12.04 operating system.
Of course, we have to put our xCAT driver in this nova
compute node. Also, the xCAT client is installed in this
node, to be invoked by our xCAT driver. Make sure you
have set XCATHOST environment variable to mgmt:
3001 in /etc/profile.d/xcat.sh, where mgmt is the IP
address of xCAT server.
(2) The Image Service is installed in SERVER2 along

with xCAT server. This is to avoid having to copy the
image from the Glance node to the xCAT server, if we
put them in different places. In this step, we need to make
all the necessary configurations for both Glance and
xcatd.
(3) Create the database for the bare metal machines

and register them. We wrote a python script bm_db_sync
to create the database tables. Of course, add one line to
point to this database in the nova.conf file. For example,
add“baremetal_sql_connection=mysql://nova_bm:passwd
@127.0.0.1/nova_bm” to the nova.conf file. After this,
we register the available bare metal machines into the
nova_bm database. We have another python script
bm_node_create to accomplish the registration job. Now
Nova knows you have these machines and when a request
comes, it will choose the one which is the best candidate.
(4) As for the virtual machines, we need instance types

(or flavor) for bare metal machines. We use nova-manage
to create a new instance type.

$ nova-manage instance_type create --name=bm.small --
cpu=4 --memory=4096 --root_gb=20 --ephemeral_gb=30
--flavor=6 --swap=1024 --rxtx_factor=1

Then we set bare metal extra_spec to the instance type:

$ nova-manage instance_type set_key --name=bm.small
--key cpu_arch --value 'x86_64'

In this example, we have an instance type bm.small
and its id is 6.This adds a record to instance_type table in
nova database. In fact, we now can use the following
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command to see if we have added the instance type
successfully.

$ nova-manage instance_type list

(5) Now we start all the necessary services (nova,
glance, keystone, xcatd) and launch a bare metal instance.

nova boot --image da6f405c-740c-48dd-afb1-
bd5088c0298f --flavor 6 instance_jeff

In this example, we use the nova command line to start
the new instance instance_jeff. As we can see, sles11.1 is
used here and the flavor is 6, which is the bare-metal
instance type we added before.
Sometime later, we can use "nova list" command to list

all the active instances and you will find the new instance
is available. And if you use the username/password
provided by xCAT, you can login to your new system and
do your job. As an administrator, you can also use xCAT
to monitor all these bare metal nodes and use xCAT's
other monitoring and management functions to ease your
admin work.

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATIONS

Last,we evaluate the performance of the Oracle
database both in a virtualized and bare metal environment.
We present the experimental results here to show the
different performances in the two testing environments so
that the cloud administrators and end users could make
better choices in the OpenStack platform,when faced with
the choices between virtualization technologies and bare
metal provisioning.

A. Test Environment
The same physical computer is used in both

environments. For the bare-metal part,we installed
Redhat5.5 as the operating system,and Oracle Database
11g Enterprise Edition Release 11.2.0.1.0 as the testing
application.For the virtualized environment,we used
VMware vSphere as the hypervisor,on which we created
a virtual machine. Here,we installed the same set of
software in the virtual machine and bare-metal machine.

B. Test Description and Experiment Results
we use Swingbench v2.3 in this simple experiment to

measure the maximum database transactions per
minute(tpm) in a bare-metal machine and virtual machine,

with the work load set to 30 active users.Table I shows
the database maximum transaction rates and the standard
deviation values.The standard deviation values show a
12.42% performance gains by the bare-metal machine,
compared to the virtual machine.The results lead us to a
conclusion that the bare-metal machines could avoid
some performance penalty,thus prove the usefulness of
the bare-metal machines provisioning in the cloud
platform.

TABLE I.
DATABASE MAXIMUM TRANSACTION RATE FOR 30 USERS:

VI. CONCLUSION

Cloud computing is quickly becoming a dominant
model for cloud end-users to access centrally managed
computational resources. OpenStack, as well as other
IaaS platforms, should provide cloud end users both
choices of virtual machines and bare metal machines.
Through our work in extending OpenStack, we used
xCAT to accomplish the capacity of bare metal support.
The initial work to date has finished the basics of the

xCAT driver. In the next phase, we will run more tests
and also re-factor the code to finally contribute the code
back to the OpenStack community. Moreover, we will
focus more on the scheduling algorithm when it tries to
pick up a nova compute node or a bare metal machine as
the best candidate for an instance request from cloud end-
users.
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